Management And Supervision In Law Enforcement
Synopsis

MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION IN LAW ENFORCEMENT is a practical and straightforward book that focuses on law enforcement managers and supervisors, their jobs, and the complicated interrelationships between members of the law enforcement team and the communities they serve. The seventh edition begins with a general overview of the policing profession to provide context for later discussions of the role of managers within the field. Readers will learn about post-9/11 policing, research on the effects of 9/11, and the latest on data-driven policing, intelligence-led policing, evidence-based policing, and predictive policing. A new "Ethical Dilemma" boxed feature challenges readers to think critically about the moral issues faced by supervisors every day. This comprehensive overview of the responsibilities of law enforcement leaders, covering relevant topics ranging from the newest principles in policing to the exciting technological aids changing the face of law enforcement today, prepares readers to become tomorrow’s leaders.
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Customer Reviews

This book was a must read on my department for a promotional test coming up and I therefore had to purchase it. It had a lot of good ideas in it but is also pretty redundant very wordy. Becomes very dry reading and I believe could have been condensed.

Great book works great for class however pages are different since I ordered the e-book so just tell your professor so have the online book so he doesn’t penalize you or marks on paper like mine
wrong page or what page you're reading until I told him online different from having hard copy in front of you....overall good purchase I'm happy

Good book

didn't get to use it ordered wrong book but it did come fast so ill give it 5 stars for that

The Chapters are extremely long makes it hard to comprehend. Overall good information.

Brand new condition. Needed for College course but keeping for reference

Updated text....useful for promotional board....good condition
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